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By Kristen Britain

DAW BOOKS, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Magic, danger, and adventure abound for messenger Karigan G ladheon in the second
book in Kristen Britain s New York Times-bestselling Green Rider fantasy series - -First-rate fantasy.--Library Journal Karigan G ladheon was once a Green Rider, one of the king of Sacoridia s elite
magical messengers. In the messenger service, she was caught up in a world of deadly danger, and
though she defeated the rogue Eletian who cracked the magical D Yer Wall--which had protected
Sacoridia for a thousand years from the dark influence of Blackveil Forest, and Mornhavon the
Black s evil spirit imprisoned within it--she had nonetheless been tainted by his wild magic.
Exhausted in body and spirit, and determined to take control of her own destiny, Karigan returned
to her home in Corsa. But even Karigan s stubborn determination is no match for the Rider s call.
Ghostly hoofbeats echo in the deep regions of her mind. When she awakes to find herself on
horseback, halfway to Sacor City in her nightgown, she finally gives in. Karigan returns to the court,
only to find the Green Riders weakened and...
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Reviews
It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Spor er
Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
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